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Soldiers Of The White Sun
Meanwhile, Ben Falcone’s Thunder Force, starring Melissa McCarthy and Octavia Spenser, was tops in its debut with a whopping 950 million minutes viewed. Depending on whether folks watched the entire ...
Nielsens: Melissa McCarthy’s ‘Thunder Force’ Tops Movies While Marvel’s ‘Falcon And The Winter Soldier’ Tops TV
The sun helmet was worn by the imperialist nations during the so-called “scramble for Africa” and the European race for colonies across the world. This pattern was worn by men ...
The History of the Sun Helmet and Europe's Imperial Age
After abdication, exile and humiliation, the ex-emperor of France was down, but not out. Soon enough, Napoleon launched his return to greatness, and to the ...
Napoleon’s Comeback: from exile on Elba to the Hundred Days
Artifacts from the White War — a battle between Italian and Austro-Hungarian troops that took place in the forbidding heights of the Alps — are on their way to a museum.
Melting Glaciers Have Exposed Frozen Relics of World War I
Existing literature on the Chinese Revolution takes into account the influence of peasant society on Mao's ideas and policies but rarely discusses a ...
Communist Takeover of Hangzhou: The Transformation of City and Cadre, 1949-1954
When his wingman was shot down and left stranded on a mountaintop, Navy Lt. Thomas Hudner did the unthinkable: He crashlanded next to him.
This Medal of Honor recipient crashed his plane on purpose to get to his downed wingman
A SOLDIER dramatically collapsed while standing in the sun outside St George’s chapel during Prince Philip’s funeral. Temperatures rose to as high as 13C today while the Queen and members of ...
Soldier collapses in hot sun outside St George’s chapel at Prince Philip’s funeral
A DRUG driver who drove on the wrong side of the road and killed a veteran father-of-four in a horror crash has been jailed for three and a half years. George Thompson, 36, tried to blame ...
Veteran dad-of-four, 37, killed in horror crash after drug driver ploughed into him on wrong side of the road
There’s Kerry Stokes, the Seven boss, who is bankrolling Roberts-Smith’s lawsuit against Nine and without whom the soldier ... Sun, and disproportionate attacks on Stynes compared to her white ...
The cult of Ben Roberts-Smith — the soldiers’ hero
As the sun fell behind the volcanic mountains during a recent exercise on the island of Oahu, home of the 3rd Infantry Brigade Combat Team at Schofield Barracks, soldiers were actually able to see ...
Army’s new night vision goggles give soldiers firepower in smoke, dust, and dark
"Did You Know That" columnist Curt Eriksmoen shares the history of Winona, North Dakota, and the brutal murder of a local family that made national headlines in 1897.
The wildest of North Dakota's Wild West towns
The Army said Friday that it has taken disciplinary action against 21 officers and non-commissioned officers at Fort Hood, Texas, in connection with death last year of Spc.
Army disciplines 21 at Fort Hood in probe of soldier’s death
A shocking video shows the moment a white woman verbally harasses four black soldiers and accuses them of stealing at an IHOP restaurant - just minutes after they say she offered to pay for their ...
Moment 'racist' white woman accuses four black soldiers of stealing her money at IHOP
He was wounded multiple times and told his men to leave him behind. They didn’t listen, dragging him off the hilltop. Now, he’ll soon be awarded the highest and most prestigious military decoration.
Retired Columbus Army Ranger to receive Medal of Honor 70 years after Korean War bravery
Born in Turkey to a Palestinian mum, St George never set foot in England – yet he has come to personify the essence of EnglishnessCredit: Alamy Today, his red on white cross will flutter across ...
Why is Saint George the Patron Saint of England?
The Black men depicted in the statue, made by renowned sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens, reflect the mostly young men who marched in formation through the streets of Boston to the Common in May of 1863 ...
The Black Heritage Trail: A walking tour deep into Boston history
A natural soft drink sourced from local forest produce is giving Chhattisgarh's tribal women a means of livelihood.
Dugali's tribal women make traditional cola to beat the summer heat
U.S. soldiers were fighting in Korea when President Harry S. Truman signed a congressional resolution calling for an annual National Day of Prayer. The purpose was for people to gather in houses ...
National Day of Prayer inspires pleas for unity and justice
If you want to see how widely and profoundly the discussion of racial reckoning in American life has come to permeate popular culture, check out “The Falcon and The Winter Soldier” on Disney+ ...
Disney’s Falcon and Winter Soldier: a journey of racial reckoning made for today’s America | COMMENTARY
The pair’s on-screen team-up was teased when Chris Evans passed on his emblematic red, white and blue shield ... Stan on how The Falcon and the Winter Soldier sets up what's to come in the ...
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